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EUROPEAN REAL ESTATE FIRMS IN CRASH SITUATIONS

MARKUS JUNKER

Abstract� In this paper� we analyse the crash behaviour of major European
real estate �rms if compared to blue chips� The single asset risk characteristics
in terms of volatility� heavy tailedness and Value�at�Risk is investigated via an
extreme value theory approach� First we �lter the data with a GARCH model
to capture heteroscedasticity e�ects� then we measure the tail fatness of the
residuals by adjusting a generalised Pareto distribution� The diversi�cation
e�ects of the admixture of real estate �rms to stock portfolios are observed by
correlation� kendalls tau and tail dependence� To obtain an estimate for the
tail dependence we �t a transformed Frank copula� We can conclude that real
estate �rms generally show lighter tails than stocks and that their admixture
in portfolios can gain a high diversi�cation for daily returns� that even does
not break down in crash situations�

Key words� Real Estate Firms� Equity REITs� Extreme Value Theory� tail be�
haviour� copula� tail dependence

JEL classi�cation� C��� C��

�� Introduction

During the last years� incorporated real estate �rms �REFs	 in Europe have at�
tracted growing attention� One reason is the breakdown of inter�generation con�
tract based retirement pay� demanding state�aided� private retirement insurance�
e�g�� the Riester Rente in Germany� and giving banks and �nancial service compa�
nies the opportunity to establish large pension funds� Here the requirement of crash
stability plays a leading role� Furthermore� insurance companies may have the same
interest in order to obtain crash resistant investment strategies for their reserves�
Whenever the focus is on portfolio diversi�cation and crash stability� real estate
based stocks are of increasing interest� since there is hope of gaining the liquidity
and tractability of stocks combined with diversi�cation and stability e
ects of real
estates� In recent time� some e
orts have been made to analyse if this aspiration
holds�

In Maurer and Sebastian ����� a portfolio of german REFs is compared to the
german stock index DAX� the german bond index REXP and a portfolio of german
real estate funds� They observed only a slightly lower volatility of the REFs with
respect to the DAX in contrast to a signi�cantly lower volatility of the real estate
funds� Furthermore they found a signi�cantly high correlation of the REFs with the
DAX whereas there was no correlation with the real estate funds� These �ndings
correspond to empirical studies done for US equity real estate trusts �EREITs	� that
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are probably the best analog to the european REF� Giliberto ������ also observed
a high correlation between EREITs and stocks and no correlation of EREITs com�
pared to real estates� By using the residuals of a linear regression he removed the
market e
ects of stock and bond returns on the EREIT returns and showed that
there is a signi�cant positive correlation between the regression residuals and real
estate returns� This enabled him to follow the existence of a common factor moving
EREIT and real estate returns� Myer and Webb ������ extended this approach by
using a vector autoregressive model and running a Granger causality test with the
outcome that EREIT returns can Granger cause real estate returns� Furthermore�
they analysed the stylized facts of some single EREIT returns and ran di
erent
tests of normality� It turned out that the normal hypothesis can not be discarded
under most tests and only few data showed signi�cant skewness and kurtosis�

In this paper� we focus on the behaviour of REFs in crash situations and compare
them to blue chips� We investigate the single asset attributes as well as the e
ect
of REF admixture to common stock portfolios� It is well known and examined that
stock returns have the stylized fact of heavy tails� especially at the loss end� See�
e�g�� Danielsson and De Vries ������� Frey and McNeil ������ and Longin �������
The realisations by Myer and Webb ������ give a �rst hint that this is not true for
EREIT returns� We use Extreme Value Theory �EVT	 to proof that intuition� As
guidelines to EVT� we refer to Resnick ����� and Embrechts et al� �������

The unexpected high correlation with common stocks and the absence of correlation
with real estates stated in the above references are a drawback in the e
ort of using
REFs as a diversi�cation tool in common stock portfolios� However� we will not
�nd such high correlation in our studies and the common factor driving the EREIT
and real estate returns mentioned above is an indicator that there should be a
diversi�cation e
ect� Since we are mainly interested in the crash behaviour� we
emphasise the dependence of extreme events and measure it using tail dependence�
For example An�e and Kharoubi ������ and Junker and May ������ have observed
that portfolios of common stocks tend to be lower tail dependendent� i�e�� a possible
existing diversi�cation e
ect breaks down if extreme losses occurs� For benchmark
reasons we also investigate pure blue chip and REF portfolios�

The paper is organized as follows� In Section � we present the mathematical con�
cepts needed and summarise facts and de�nitions about EVT and copulas� Section
� is devoted to the analysis of �nancial data and the question of parameter es�
timation� For single assets� we focus on log�returns of blue chips and European
REFs and apply a GARCH�type model to capture conditional heteroskedasticity
e
ects� For each time series� the loss tails of the innovations are �tted by a gen�
eralised Pareto distribution �GPD	 to obtain a tail index and to get an accurate
Value�at�Risk �VaR	 and Expected Shortfall estimator as measures of risk� On the
aggregated �portfolio	 level� the joint distribution function is established along the
lines of Junker and May ������ by a copula function based on a transformed Frank
copula� Here we operate on the innovations of the univariate time�series� modeled
by their empirical distribution function and estimate the tail dependence� The
quality of the estimation is examined by performing a �� goodness�of��t �gof	 test�

�� Mathematical Framework

���� Extreme Value Theory� First� we recall the de�nition of the generalised
Pareto distribution �GPD	� For an overview we refer to Embrechts et al� �������
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The generalised Pareto distribution with parameters � � R� � � � is de�ned by

G����x	 �
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where x � � for � � � and � � x � ��
�
for � � ��

The shape parameter � models the tail behaviour and is therefore called the tail
index� If � � � we say the distribution function G��� is heavy tailed� for � � �
exponential tailed� and � � � light tailed�

The mean excess function is de�ned by

e�u	 � E�X � u j X � u�� u � R�

where X is a random variable� If the law of X is GPD� the mean excess function
is linear�

The GPD is de�ned on the positive half axis� Often� we need to shift the distribution
to some new starting point u that is called threshold� In general� the GPD might
only re�ect the tail behaviour of a given random variable� In this case we can
determine the threshold u by graphical data analysis� We choose u such that the
empirical mean excess function

be�x	 � �

N�x	

NX
i��

xi�jxi�x

of the observed sample fx�� � � � � xNg� with N�x	 � jfxi j xi � x� i � �� � � � � Ngj� is
approximately linear for x � u� see Embrechts et al� ������ pp����� An estimator
for a p��quantile bxp � u is attained by inverting the GPD

bxp � u�
b�b�
��

N

N�u	
��� p	

��b�
� �

	
�����	

���� Copula concept� The copula concept is based on a separate statistical treat�
ment of dependence and marginal behaviour� The mathematical idea goes back to
Sklar �����	 and Hoe
ding �����	� For a detailed discourse the reader is referred
to mathematical monographs like Nelsen ������ or Joe ������� We summarise some
facts and de�nitions that turn out to be useful for our approach�

A copula is a multivariate distribution function de�ned on the unit cube ��� ��n� with
uniformly distributed marginals� Let X�� � � � � Xn be random variables with contin�
uous distribution functions FX�

� � � � � FXn
� Then the random vector �X�� � � � � Xn	

has a unique copula C�

De�nition ���� An n�copula of an n�dimensional random vector �X�� ���� Xn	 is the
joint distribution function C of the uniform random vector �FX�

�X�	� ���� FXn
�Xn		�

where the FXi
are the marginal distribution functions of the Xi�

So the n�dimensional joint distribution function H for �X�� � � � � Xn	 can be written
as follows

H�x�� ���� xn	 � C�FX�
�x�	� ���� FXn

�xn		�����	

and hence the copula C describes the dependence between the univariate random
variablesX�� ���� Xn� Equation ����	 is in mathematical literature referred to Sklar�s
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Theorem and implies� that for continuous multivariate distribution functions the
univariate margins and the dependence structure �represented by a copula	 can be
separated�

In the following� we summarise the dependence concepts used in this article�

Let �xi� yi	� �xj � yj	 be realisations of a random vector �X�Y 	� �xi� yi	 and �xj � yj	
are concordant if �xi � xj and yi � yj	 or �xi � xj and yi � yj	 and they are
discordant if �xi � xj and yi � yj	 or �xi � xj and yi � yj	�

De�nition ���� Let �X�� Y�	 and �X�� Y�	 be i�i�d� random vectors� Then the
population version of Kendall�s � for continuous �X�Y 	 is de�ned as

� � �X�Y � P ��X� �X�	�Y� � Y�	 � ��� P ��X� �X�	�Y� � Y�	 � ���

So Kendall�s Tau is the probability for an observation of �X�Y 	 to be concordant
minus the probability to be discordant� For a sample f�x�� y�	� � � � � �xn� yn	g of ob�
servations from continuous �X�Y 	� a sample version of Kendall�s � can be estimated
via

t �
c� d

c� d
�

c� d�
n

�

�����	

where c is the number of concordant pairs and d the number of discordant pairs�
Kendalls Tau avoids some of the pitfalls known for the correlation in a non elliptical
framework� Especially we have the relations �X�Y � � � X�Y are comonotone�
�X�Y � �� � X�Y are countermonotone� what is generally not true for the
correlation measure� See� e�g�� Embrechts et al� ������� Since we are particularly
interested in extreme values the following asymptotic measure for tail dependence
is a useful tool�

De�nition ���� A ��copula C is lower tail dependent� if

lim
u��

P�U � u� V � u�

u
� lim

u��

C�u� u	

u
� 	L� 	L � ��� ���

and C is upper tail dependent if

lim
u��

P�U � u� V � u�

�� u
� lim

u��

�� u� u� C�u� u	

�� u
� 	U � 	U � ��� ���

For the calculation of the tail dependencies as asymptotic properties of a particular
copula� we �t a copula introduced by Junker and May ������� They de�ne

C��u� v	 �� � �
�
ln
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C��u� v	 �� 
 � �u� v � � � C�s��� u� �� v		 � ��� 
	 � C��u� v	�

����	

with 
 � ��� �� and the parameter vectors � � ��� 	 and �s � ��� s	� where � �
�����	 n f�g and � s � ����	� The lower �	L	 and upper �	U 	 tail dependence
parameters for C� are given by

	L � 

�
�� �

�

�s

�
	U � ��� 
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For further details we refer to Junker and May �������
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company market capitalisation number of zero�returns
�in Mill� EUR� �in � of samplesize�

Land Securities� GB ��� ����
Canary Wharf Finance� GB ��� �����
British Land Company Plc� GB ��� ����
Rodamco CE� NL ��� ����
Unibail� F ��� ���
Hammerson Plc� GB ��� �����
Slough Estates� GB ��� �����
Simco� F ��� �����
Liberty� GB ��� �����
Gecina� F �� �����
Corio� NL ��� �����
IVG� D ��� ����
Kl�epierre� F ��� �����
Vallehermoso� E ��� ����
Drott� S ��� �����

Table �� European REFs ranked by their market capitalisation�

�� Empirical studies

We now turn to the question of empirical evidence of a di
erent crash behaviour for
REFs compared to common stocks� For this purpose we investigate the �� biggest
european REFs ranked by market capitalisation �see Table �	 and compare them
with �� blue chips �see Table �	� primarily taken from the european market� The
data analysed here are daily log�returns in an observed time period ranging from
Jan� ���� to Jan� ���� for the REFs� and from Oct� ��� to Oct� ���� for the blue
chips� respectively� As a lower bound measure for liquidity for the REFs� Table �
shows the number of observed zero log�returns in percentage of the sample size�

All of the observed datasets show heteroskedasticity and some turn out to be au�
tocorrelated� To deal with these e
ects� we describe the mean by an AR��	 model�
and the volatility of the log�returns by a GARCH����	 model� i�e� we model the
log�returns Rt� say� by

Rt � �t � �t�t
�t � �� 
Rt��

��t � � � ���t�� �
�
t�� � ���t���

where 
 � � for the log�returns that do not show autocorrelation� For a related
model approach we refer to Frey and McNeil �������

���� Single asset studies� In the following we want to investigate some attributes�
like volatility and heavy taildness� of the REF log�returns� Since we want to com�
pare them with common stocks we here only use data in the overlapping observed
time period ranging from Jan� ���� to Oct� �����

We use a Maximum Likelihood estimator to compute the parameters of a GPD
describing the loss tail of the innovations� To examine the quality of the �t we
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companies b� c�� c�� � VaR � ES
c��

c��
p�value

�in �� �in �� �in �� �in �� �in �� �in ��

BP� GB ������ ����� ����� ���� ���� 	��� ����

Reuters� GB ������� ����� ��	���� ����� ����� ���� ����

Lloyds� GB ���	�� ������ ������� ��� ���� 	�		 �	���

Aventis� F ������� ������� ����	�� ���� ���� ����� ����

Total�na� F ����	�� ������ ������� ��� ���� 	���� �	���

Allianz� D ������ ������ ����� ���� ��� ��� ����

BASF� D ��	���� ������ ������� ���� ���� ���� ����

Deutsche

Telekom� D ������ ������� 	������ ���� ����� 	�	� ����

Hoechst� D ����� ���	�� ������� �	��� ����� ���� ���

VW� D ������� �����	� ������� ���	 ���� ����� �����

Nestl�e� CH �����	 ������� ������� ���	 ���� ����� �����

Exxon� US ����	�� ����	� ����	�� ���� ���	 	��� ���

IBM� US ������� ���			� ���	��� ��� ��� ���� ����	

Microsoft� US ������ ������ ������� ��� ���� ��	�� ���	

SUN� US �����		 ������� 	�	���� ���	 ��� ����� ����

Table �� Estimates for the blue chips with the p�values for the
�tted GPD model� Values marked with a 	� ��	� are signi�cant on
a ���level �����level	�

perform a �� goodness�of��t test based on the data below the chosen thresholds
and the GPD parameter estimates� In Table �� the results for the blue chips are
summarised� The tail index � measures the innovation risk� the expected volatility
�� � �

����� of the GARCH����	 process gives the volatility risk and the ��� VaR

and ��� Expected Shortfall �ES	� both calculated with the �tted GPD� quantify
the total single asset risk� Here the Expected Shortfall is obtained by a Monte
Carlo Simulation with �� ��� runs� The expected mean return �� � �

��	 contains
the payed risk premium� There are �� of the �� blue chips heavy tailed with
�� signi�cance and � with ��� signi�cance� There is no signi�cant light tailed
blue chip� The p�values� of the �� goodness�of��t tests against the hypothesis
of GPD distributed data over the choosen tresholds� indicates satisfying loss tail
approximations in addition to BP and Aventis� but even here the hypothesis can
not be rejected on a ��� level� Table � contains the results for the REFs� Here
it seemed to be less usual to observe heavy tailed losses� since only � ��	 of ��
have an estimated tail index � � � with a signi�cance of �� ����	 and the real
estate �rm Drott is the only asset with a light tail in our studies� Also the mean of
the estimated tail indices is with ������ for the REFs not as half as big than the
����� mean of the blue chips� Furthermore� the amount of zero�returns in Table
� indicates a potential illiquidity risk for the REFs� In contrast none of the blue
chips has more than �� zero�returns during the observed time period� Usually such
illiquidity of moderate size results in more heavy tailed returns� so the conclusion

�The hypothesis of the test can not be rejected for levels higher than �� p�
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companies b� c�� c�� � VaR � ES
c��

c��
p�value

�in �� �in �� �in �� �in �� �in �� �in ��

Land Securities� GB ���	��� ������� ������ 	��� ���� ���� ����

Canary Wharf

Finance� GB ������ ������ ������ ���� ��� ���� �	���

British Land

Company Plc� GB ������� ����� ������� ���� ���� ��� ���	

Rodamco CE� NL ������ ������� ��	���� 	��� ���� �	��	 ���	�

Unibail� F ����� ������� ������� 	�� ���� ��	�� �	��

Hammerson Plc� GB ����	�� ���	�� ������ 	�	� ���� 	��	 �����

Slough Estates� GB �����		 ������ ������� ��� 	��� ���� �����

Simco� F ������� ����	� ������� 	��� ���	 ���� 	���

Liberty� GB ������� ������ ������� 	��� 	��� ���� ���

Gecina� F ������ ���	�� ������� 	��� ��		 ��� �����

Corio� NL ��	��� ����� ������ ���� ���� ���� �����

IVG� D ����	� ���	�� ����	� ���	 ���� ���� ���	

Kl�epierre� F ���	�	� ����	� ������ ��	� ��	 ����� 		���

Vallehermoso� E ������ ������ ������� ���� ���� ���� ����

Drott� S �������� ����	�� ��	���� ���	 ��� ���� �����

Table �� Estimates for the REFs and the p�values for the �tted
GPD model� Values marked with a 	� ��	� are signi�cant on a
���level �����level	�

that REFs tend to have less fat tailed innovation distributions than common stocks�
is not a
ected�

The mean expected daily volatility of the REFs ������	 is ��� lower as for the
blue chips ������	� even the estimated volatility of illiqiud assets is usually higher
than the true one� Since we do not cover any illiquidity risk in our Value�at�Risk or
Expected Shortfall calculation� the lower volatility and less heavy tailed innovations
of the REFs results directly to a lower ���� average VaR ������	 and Expected
Shortfall ������	 with respect to the blue chips ����� VaR and ���� Expected

Shortfall	� Comparing the estimated quotients ��


�
we have a mean value of ����

for the REFs and ����� for the blue chips and additionally only � of the �� single
REFs can beat the equally weighted blue chip portfolio in that sense� This indicates
that there is a certain risk premium payed for the common stocks� Hence the market
realizes the higher innovation and volatility risk for the blue chips and gives higher
price to it than to an eventually illiquidity risk for the REFs� This observation is
in line with Glascock and Davidson III ������� who found for the US market that�
on average� real estate �rm returns are lower than a benchmark return based on
common stocks� They concluded that REFs underperform the market� even on
a Sharpe and Treynor risk adjusted basis� However� a Sharpe and Treynor risk
adjustment does not cover the observed higher innovation risk for common stocks�
So an investment in REFs may still be fair�
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portfolio b	L b� bt p�value �in ��

BP Lloyds �������� ������ ������ �����
Reuters �������� ������ ���� �����

Lloyds Reuters �������� ����� ������ �����

Aventis Total�na �������� ����� ������ ���

Allianz BASF �������� ����� ������ �����
D� Telek� �������� ������ ������ �����
Hoechst �������� ����� ������ �����
VW �������� ���� ������ ����

BASF D� Telek� ������� ����� ������ �����
Hoechst �������� ����� ������ ���
VW ������� ������ ����� �����

D� Telek� Hoechst �������� ������ ����� ����
VW �������� ������ ������ �����

Hoechst VW �������� ������ ������ �����

IBM Microsoft �������� ������ ������ ����
Sun �������� ������ ������ ����

Microsoft Sun �������� ������ ������ �����

Allianz BP �������� ������ ������ �����
Nestl�e �������� ������ ����� ����

Microsoft �������� ������ ������ ����

Table �� Estimated lower tail dependency b	L� correlation b� and
samples Kendalls Tau bt for the blue chip portfolios� and the p�
values of the �tted copula model with respect to a �� goodness�of�

�t test� All b	L values marked with a �� are signi�cant on a ���
level�

���� Portfolio investigations� There were no change points in the analysed REFs
and blue chips� So the GARCH residuals are iid samples and hence it is no problem
to compare the innovation distributions� even if they are generated from di
erent
time intervals� This enables us to use the maximal possible time intervall for each
investigated portfolio� e�g�� Oct� ��� to Oct� ���� for the blue chips� Jan� ���� to
Oct� ���� for the mixed portfolios and Jan� ���� to Jan� ���� for the pure REF
portfolios�

The lower tail dependencies 	L � as measures of crash diversi�cation of the inves�
tigated portfolios � are obtained by �tting the copula given by equation ����	 and
applying formula ����	� Furthermore� the estimated correlation � and the sample
version of Kendalls Tau� t� are stated as general diversi�cation measures� where one
should remember the pitfalls of using correlation mentioned above and in� e�g�� Em�
brechts et al� ������� Table � summarises the results for the blue chip portfolios as
benchmark portfolios� We concentrate on country portfolios� All of the �� observed
portfolios� even the few international ones� show lower tail dependency on a ���
signi�cance level in addition to BASF�Deutsche Telekom where it is the ��� level�
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portfolio b	L b� bt p�value �in ��

Land Securities BP �������� ����� ������ �����
Lloyds ������ ����� ������ �����
Reuters �������� ������ ������ �����

British Land BP �������� ����� ������ ����
Lloyds ������ ������ ������ �����
Reuters �������� ����� ������ �����

Hammerson BP ������ ����� ������ �����
Lloyds ������ ������ ����� �����
Reuters ������ ������ ������ �����

Slough Estates BP ������ ����� ������ ����
Lloyds ������� ������ ������ �����
Reuters ������� ����� ������ ����

Liberty BP ������ ������ ������ ����
Lloyds �������� ������� ������� ����
Reuters �������� ������ ����� ����

Unibail Aventis ������ ������ ������ ����
Total�na �������� ������ ������ ����

Simco Aventis ������ ������ ����� �����
Total�na ������ ������ ������ ����

Kl�epierre Aventis ����� ������ ������ ����
Total�na �������� ����� ������ �����

IVG Allianz ������� ������ ������ �����
BASF ������ ������ ������ �����

D� Telek� ������� ����� ������ �����
Hoechst ������ ������ ������ �����
VW ������ ������ ������ �����

IVG BP ������� ������ ����� ����
Nestl�e ������ ������ ������ ����

Microsoft ������ ������ ������ �����

Table �� Estimated lower tail dependency b	L� correlation b� and
samples Kendalls Tau bt for the mixed portfolios� and the p�values
of the �tted copula model with respect to a �� goodness�of��t test�b	L values marked with a 	� ��	� ���	 are signi�cant on a ���
����	� ����	 level�

This indicates the tendency of common stock portfolios to have a minor diversi��
cation e
ect in extreme loss situations� as probably expected from their correlation

or Kendalls Tau� The mean size of the lower tail dependency is b	L � ����� These
�ndings are in line with the studies of An�e and Kharoubi ������ and Junker and
May ������� The p�values of the �tted copula model with respect to a performed
�� goodness�of��t test indicate that the data are well adapted� Table � contains
the results for the mixed portfolios� i�e� portfolios containing a common stock and
an REF� Here we also concentrate on country portfolios� There is only one port�
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Figure ���� Correlation of Land Securities with British Petrolium
for di
erent lags�

folio �British Land�Reuters	 estimated with a moderate high and signi�cant lower

tail dependence of b	L � ����� All other of the �� investigated mixed portfolios
have lower tail dependencies well below ���� So the mean size of the lower tail

dependency is with b	L � ���� on a ��� level signi�cant lower than for the blue
chip portfolios� The computed correlations and Kendalls Tau�s are for almost all
mixed portfolios lower than for the blue chip portfolios� Hence the mean correlationb� � ���� and the average Kendalls Tau bt � ����� are both approximately ��� lower

than the corresponding values b� � ���� and bt � ���� for the common stock portfo�
lios� So there is a high diversi�cation e
ect of REFs compared to the stocks� This
is in contrast to Giliberto ������ and Maurer and Sebastian ����� who found high
correlation of EREITs and REFs� respectively� with common stocks� Both did not
use any heteroscedasticity �lter what can cause an overestimated correlation in the
absence of homoscedasticity� Furthermore� they studied monthly returns� whereas
we investigate daily log�returns� Together with the result of Liu and Mei �������
who found that EREIT returns show a high predictability compared with stocks
and bonds� our contrary �ndings may indicate a time shifted co�movement of the
REFs with the common stocks or the existence of a systematic dependence that is
suppressed by a dominating white noise dependence for high frequency data� Hence
the observed diversi�cation e
ects may be of no bene�t for a buy and hold strategy�
Therefore we compute the correlation and Kendalls Tau for the mixed portfolios
with lags up to �� days �� quarter	� i�e�� we calculate cor�X����� �N�k���� Yk���� �N �	
where X�Y are the innovation time series of the portfolio assets� N the series length
and k � �� � � � �� the lags� We could not �nd any remarkable and signi�cant laged
correlation or Kendalls Tau� see� e�g�� the correlation plot of Land Securities versus
British Petrolium in Figure ���� So we can neglect a time shifted co�movement� To
investigate if there is a systematic dependence� we give in Table � the correlation
and Kendalls Tau for the mixed portfolios with a �� � � � � � week log�return frequency�
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portfolio c�� bt� c�� bt� c�� bt� c�� bt�

Land Securities BP ������ ������ ������ ���	�� ������ �����
 ��		�� ������

Lloyds �����	 �����	 ��	��
 ����
	 ��	�
� ������ ����		 �����	

Reuters ������ ������ ���			 ������ ������ �����
 ������� �������

British Land BP ����

 �����
 ��	��� ���	
� ���
�� ��	�
� ��
��� ������

Lloyds ��	�	� ������ ����
�� ������ ��	��	 ����

 ������ ������

Reuters ������ ������ ���	�� �����	 ���	�� ����	� �����	� ����	�


Hammerson BP ������ ����	� ��	��� ����	� ���
�� �����
 ��	��	 �����	

Lloyds �����	 ����	� ��	��
 �����
 ��
��	 ������ ��		�� ������

Reuters ������ ����
� ������ ������ ���
�� ���

� �����
� ����
�	

Slough Estates BP �����	 ������ ��	�	� ������ ��	��� ������ ������ �����	

Lloyds ������ ������ ���
�� ������ �����
 ����	� �����	 ������

Reuters ����
� ���
	� �����	 ������ ������ ���	�� ������� ����	�

Liberty BP �����	 ���
�� ������ ���
�� ��
��	 ������ ����	� ������

Lloyds ���
�� ������ ��	��� ����
� ��	�	
 ����	� ��
�
	 ������

Reuters ������� ������ �����
 ���	�	 ���	�� �����	 ����	�� ����	��

Unibail Aventis ������ ����	� �����
 ����
� ������ ���
�� ������ ������

Totalna ������ ������ ������ ����	� ������ �����	 ������ ������

Simco Aventis ������ ����	� ���
�� ������ ������ ���	�
 ������ ����



Totalna ����	� ������ ������ ������ ������ ���	�	 ������ �����


Kl�epierre Aventis ���
�� ���

� ������ ������� ������ �����	 ������ ������

Totalna ����
	� ������� �����
	 �����
� ���
�� ������� ������� �����


IVG Allianz �����	 ���
�� ������ ������ ������ ����
� ������ ����	�

BASF ������ ���
�� ������ ������ �����
 ���
�� ������ ����	�

D� Telek� �����
 ���	�� ����
� ������ ������ ���	
	 ������ ������

Hoechst ���
�
 ������ ������ ����
� ������ ����
� ������ �����	

VW ��	��� ������ ������ ������ ������ �����	 ������ ���
��

IVG BP ������ ����
� ������ ����
� �����	 ������ ������ �����


Nestl�e �����
 ����
� ���	�� ������ ����	� ������ �����
 ���	��

Microsoft ������ ���
�� ������ ������ �����
 ������ ������ ������

Table �� Correlation and Kendalls Tau for �� � � � � � week log�
return frequencys� where the relativ maximal value is in bold style�

We can not extend this survey to the tail dependence� since the observed time hori�

zon is not long enough to guarantee a su�cient estimator b	L� For all portfolios�
except for Land Securities�Reuters� the maxima of the log�return correlations and
Kendalls Taus occure for middle frequency� mostly for the � and � week frequency�
The scale of the maxima is of the same size as the results of Giliberto ������ and
Maurer and Sebastian ������ We can not conclude a long term and systematic de�
pendency� since for half of the investigated portfolios the correlation and Kendalls
Tau is already decreasing for the � week frequency� A long term study should be
subject of further research to gain certainty in this point� However� at this point
we can come up with the result of a high diversi�cation e
ect of REFs for daily
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portfolio b	L b� bt p�value �in ��

Land Securities British Land ������� ������ ����� �����
Hammerson ������ ����� ����� �����

Slough Estates ������ ������ ������ �����
Liberty ������ ����� ������ ����

British Land Hammerson ������ ������ ������ ����
Slough Estates ������ ������ ������ ����

Liberty ������ ����� ����� �����
Hammerson Slough Estates ������ ������ ������ �����

Liberty �������� ����� ������ ����
Slough Estates Liberty �������� ������ ������ �����

Unibail Simco ������� ����� ������ ����
Kl�epierre ������ ������ ������ ����

Simco Kl�epierre ����� ����� ����� ����

IVG Land Securities ������� ������ ������ �����
Corio ������ ����� ������ ����

Unibail� F ������ ������ ����� �����
Vallehermoso ���� ������ ������ ����

Table �� Estimated lower tail dependency b	L� correlation b� and
samples Kendalls Tau bt for the REF portfolios� and the p�values of
the �tted copula model with respect to a �� goodness�of��t test�b	L values marked with a 	� ��	� ���	 are signi�cant on a ���
����	� ����	 level�

frequency� which� in contrast to common stock portfolios� even in crash situations
does not break down�

For completeness we have a look on pure REF portfolios in Table �� The results
are here somehow mixed� For the mostly country portfolios� the mean correlation

and Kendalls Tau is with b� � ��� and bt � ���� in�between the range of common
stock and mixed portfolios� There are � of the �� portfolios with a signi�cant and

moderate size lower tail dependence� whereas the others have an estimated b	L well

below ���� With b	L � ���� the tail dependence parameters are very low compared
to the blue chip portfolios� These �ndings are remarkable� since at least all REFs
are in the same business line of real estates�

�� Conclusion

We use Extreme Value Theorie to examine the crash behaviour in means of heavy
tailedness of single asset REFs� In comparison to blue chips they turn out to have
less heavy tailed GARCH residuals and hence a lower innovation risk� With an
observed lower mean volatility� this results in a lower Value�at�risk and Expected
Shortfall�

The concept of lower tail dependence allows us to survey dependence e
ects in crash
situations� We conclude that in the sense of correlation and Kendalls Tau� REFs
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can gain high diversi�cation e
ects if admixtured into common stock portfolios�
In contrast to pure blue chip portfolios this diversi�cation even does not break
down in crash situations� indicated by a very small� in fact not present� lower tail
dependence� These �ndings are for a daily frequency of the observed log�returns�
and hence yield a bene�t for a buy and sell strategy and a one day risk management
improvement� To come up with a statement for a buy and hold framework� further
research should be done to examine the long term dependence structure of REFs
with common stocks�
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